"WAKU-WAKU SCHOOL OF ARASHI 2011—2018" Project Summary

WAKU-WAKU SCHOOL OF ARASHI was launched after the Great East Japan Earthquake on March 11, 2011, to offer support for reconstruction and recovery efforts. This year marks the eighth year of the project.

Soon after the Great East Japan Earthquake, electricity shortage became a big social issue. As an expression of support for the affected areas, WAKU-WAKU SCHOOL OF ARASHI events do not use electricity.

The school theme was chosen to deliver a message in keeping with the Arashi image, in hopes of bringing a smile to all those who came. The idea is the brainchild of Mr. Kondo Koyama. The members of Arashi become teachers, each in charge of one of 5 classes. (Members who aren’t teaching participate in the classes as students.) Content was created around the concept of "awareness", highlighting the fact that small things that are often overlooked can actually be very important.

The main theme of WAKU-WAKU SCOOL OF ARASHI is "Daily Awareness". Through WAKU-WAKU SCOOL OF ARASHI, the members themselves have developed a renewed awareness of things around them, while also being able to show their continued support over the past eight years.

We would like to take this opportunity to once again thank everyone for their support and encouragement. We will continue our efforts to assist in restoration and recovery efforts in the affected areas to the best of our abilities.

Details of our activities through WAKU-WAKU SCHOOL OF ARASHI events are available below.

【"WAKU-WAKU SCHOOL OF ARASHI" Event Results】

2011 WAKU-WAKU SCHOOL OF ARASHI — 5 Classes to Make Each Day Shine Brighter —

Ninomiya-sensei "Heart pounding (Body) lesson"
Matsumoto-sensei "Shock! (Electricity/Energy) lesson"
Aiba-sensei "Munching (Food) lesson"
Sakurai-sensei "Clapping (Giving Praise) lesson"
Ohno-sensei "Hello (Expressing Thanks) lesson"

Venue/ Number of Performances: Tokyo Dome/5 performances over 3 days
Support Details: A portion of the proceeds donated to the Great East Japan Earthquake disaster area

WAKU-WAKU SCHOOL OF ARASHI 2012 — 5 Classes to Make Each Day Shine Brighter —

Ninomiya-sensei "Hard Headed (Stretching the Mind) lesson"
Sakurai-sensei "Gulping (Water) lesson"
Aiba-sensei "Munching (Food) lesson"
Matsumoto-sensei "In the first place (Beginnings) lesson"
Ohno-sensei "Ha Ha (Laughter) lesson"
Venue /Number of Performances: Tokyo Dome and Kyocera Dome Osaka/7 performances in 5 days
Support Details: A portion of the proceeds donated to the Great East Japan Earthquake disaster area
Extracurricular classes were held at Sekisui Heim Super Arena (Miyagi Prefecture) and Azuma General Gymnasium (Fukushima Prefecture) free of charge

WAKU-WAKU SCHOOL OF ARASHI 2013 — 5 Classes to Make Each Day Shine Brighter —
Ninomiya-sensei "Zzzzz (Sleep) lesson"
Sakurai-sensei "Cha Ching (Money) lesson"
Aiba-sensei "Munching (Food) lesson"
Matsumoto-sensei "Tick tock (Time) lesson"
Ohno-sensei "Lively (Individuality/Friends) lesson"
Venue/Number of Performances: Tokyo Dome and Kyocera Dome Osaka/6 performances in 4 days
Support details: A portion of the proceeds donated to the Great East Japan Earthquake disaster area

WAKU-WAKU SCHOOL OF ARASHI 2014 — Camping out at the Dome to strengthen friendships —
Ninomiya-sensei learning about "It is wonderful to join forces with friends"
Sakurai-sensei learning about "The right way to make friends"
Aiba-sensei learning about "Eat lunch with your friends to get to know them better"
Matsumoto-sensei learning about "Thinking about our friends"
Ohno-sensei learning about "Encounters and Nurturing"
Venue/Number of Performances: Tokyo Dome and Kyocera Dome Osaka/6 performances in 4 days
Support details: A portion of the proceeds donated to the Great East Japan Earthquake disaster area
2015 WAKU-WAKU SCHOOL OF ARASHI — Lessons about the 4 Seasons to Make Japan More Enjoyable —
【Student/Hey! Say! JUMP】
Ninomiya-sensei Early summer "Japanese people and rice making"
Matsumoto-sensei Mid-summer "Inheriting tradition and passing it on to the next generation"
Ohno-sensei Fall "Japan's tea ceremony and hospitality"
Aiba-sensei Winter "Year end and New Year's Eve"
Sakurai-sensei New Year "Call forth good fortune for the new year! & Remember your new year's resolutions"
Venue/Number of Performances: Tokyo Dome and Kyocera Dome Osaka/6 performances in 4 days
Support details: A portion of the proceeds donated to the Great East Japan Earthquake disaster area

WAKU-WAKU SCHOOL OF ARASHI 2016 — 5 Research Projects to Make Each Day Shine Brighter —
【Assistant/ Johnny's WEST】
Ninomiya-sensei "Important lessons we can learn from the toilet paper core"
Matsumoto-sensei "A person with good luck, A person with bad luck - the true nature of luck"
Ohno-sensei "The more you know about fish, the tastier they are"
Aiba-sensei "Core strengthening – how it can make your everyday life healthier"
Sakurai-sensei "Considering the present and the future, beyond the starry skies"
Venue/Number of Performances: Tokyo Dome and Kyocera Dome Osaka/6 performances in 4 days
Support details: A portion of the proceeds donated to the Great East Japan Earthquake disaster area

2017
WAKU-WAKU SCHOOL OF ARASHI 2017 — Health Education for a Brighter Future —
【Assistant/Sexy Zone】
Aiba-sensei "Learning to love exercise (Sports)"
Matsumoto-sensei "Making nervousness work in your favor"
Ninomiya-sensei "The foundation of human beings – digestive health"
Ohno-sensei "Why do people cry? The effects of tears"
Sakurai-sensei "Considering masculinity and femininity"
Venue/Number of Performances: Tokyo Dome and Kyocera Dome Osaka/6 performances in 4 days
Support details: A portion of the proceeds donated to the Great East Japan Earthquake disaster area
Extracurricular classes were held at Grandmesse Kumamoto for elementary and junior high school students and their parents from the Kumamoto Prefecture free of charge

2018
WAKU-WAKU SCHOOL OF ARASHI 2018—5 Club Activities to Make Each Day Shine Brighter—
【Club Members/Sexy Zone】
Aiba Captain "Occult studies club"
Matsumoto club leader "Touching soil club"
Ninomiya club leader "Exploration club"
Ohno club leader "Sweets club"
Sakurai club leader "Dodge ball club"

Venue/Number of Performances: Tokyo Dome and Kyocera Dome Osaka/6 performances in 4 days
Support details: A portion of the proceeds donated to the July 2018 Floods disaster area (Hiroshima, Okayama and Ehime Prefectures)

【"WAKU-WAKU SCHOOL OF ARASHI" Attendee Report】
2011—2018: 48 performances in total
Total Number of Attendees: 1,984,000 people

【"WAKU-WAKU SCHOOL OF ARASHI" Monetary Donations】
2011—2018: Approximately 2 billion yen *as of July 24, 2018